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of finding the impulse response of a causal linear invertible
system with a vector of unit intensity independent white
noise inputs, given that the output covariance of the system is 6 1 K. The stochastic process overtones are also
described in various papers by Kailath [2]-[4]. There are
also applications to control theory, a t least if one poses the
problem of finding k from K with the order of the two
I. INTRODUCTION
factors on the right of (3) reversed, but we shall not dwell
E T K: [O,T]X [O,T] RmX"' be an m X m matrix on these here.
Essentially the same technique for solving (4) is due to
of continuous functions of two real variables with the
LBvy
[ I ] and to Gohberg and Krein. See [5]for an accesproperty that K is a self-adjoint integral kernel with 61
sible
treatment
of their work, which was actually done
K positive definite, i.e.,
earlier than the publication date of [5]might suggest. This
technique is described in Section 11below.
The equation 6 1 K = (61 ka)(61 k ) , which can
where the prime denotes transpose here and hereafter,
ohviously
be treated in much the same way, also arises in
and
the inverse Sturm-Liouville problem [ 6 ] ,[I]. Here, much
the same technique is suggested for its solution. In both
the covariance factorization and inverse Sturm-Liouville
problems, the fixed limit on the integral in (4), or its
Sturm-Liouville equivalent, is taken as 0 for convenience
for all continuous u ( . ) with $Tu1(t)u(t)d t > 0. We write in any finite interval
however, there do exist
these conditions as K = Ka and FI K > 0.
problems in which the range of integration is sensibly inIt is sometimes of interest to obtain a Volterr8 kernel finite, in which case the solution existence theory hecomes
k ( , [O,Tl X [OXTI+ R m x m , withk(t,s)zer(jfort < s a n d more comwlex. For examwle.
. . if K(t.s)
. . . is stationarv.
". i.e...
continuous for 0 5 s 5 t 5 T , such that
K(t.s) = K(t - s). then it is of interest to seek a stationarv
6 1 K = (GI k ) ( S l + k").
(3) k(t,s) = k(t - S) For such a h ( , .) to exist, the lower integration limit in (4) must he replaced by --, and it is also
This is shorthand for
conventional to assume that K(t) possesses a Fourier
transform with certain specified behavior at infinity.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an alternative
route to the computation of k: a sequence ko,kl,kz,. .is
constructed via Newton-Raphson iteration, and converwhen t # s , with obvious modification at t = s. This de- gence to k under the mildest of conditions on k o is established in the finite interval case. The details are set out in
composition of 61 K always exists [I]-[.5].
An application to stochastic processes of this decom- Section 111.
We might first ask why this result should he expected.
position was perceived some time ago, e.g., see Lkvy [I]who
noted that finding k from K is equivalent to the problem It is well-known (and easily checked) that a NewtonRaphson iteration can be used to find the square root of
Manuscript received March 10,1917; revised May 20, 1977. This work a positive number, i.e., to solve x2 = a , and that this iterwaq supported by the Australian Research Grants Committee.
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering. Uni- ation converges for an arbitrary positive initial iterate. It
versity of Newcastle, New South Wales, 2308, Australia.
is perhaps less well-known that similar results hold for
~ b ~ t solution
~ ~ of~an integral
~ - ~equation
h ~arising in a eo.
variance factorization problem is obtained by a Newton-Raphson
iteration that is almost always globally convergent. Interpretations
of the iterates are given, and the result is shown to specialize to
known algorithms when the covariance is stationary with a rational
Fourier transform.
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more sonhisticated tvnes of factorization of oositive
quantities. For example, Kleinman [8] has a procedure for
finding a solution of an algebraic Riccati equation arising
in linear optimal control theory by Newton-~aphsonit.
eration. This equation is intimately bound up with a fat.
torization of a (positive definite) power spectrum in that
a solution of the equation defines a snectrum factorization,
and converselv. Of'course. aower sAectrum factorization
is essentially equivalent to performing the factorization
(4) with K and k stationary. Again, Tunnicliffe Wilson [9]
has described the use of a Newton-Raphson iteration for
the factoring of matrix spectral densities that is abstractly
equivalent to Kleinman's method. The method for factoring (4) that we derive can in fact be specialized to obtain
the iterative equations of Tunnicliffe Wilson when K and
k are time-invariant and have rational Laplace transforms;
this is shown later in the paper.
One might also ask why an iterative method theoretically requiring an infinite number of iterations to converge
should be of interest when there is available a "finite" solution (as one might regard that of Lkvy or Gohberg and
Krein). The general answer to this question is that numerical analysts have often found that iterative methods
with good convergence properties are preferable to "finite"
methods for doing certain tasks. (Particular examples include, as noted above, two specializations of the covariance
or spectral factorization task considered here.) A more
specific answer may be provided here by considering certain properties of the two schemes. The iterative method
requires the construction of resolvent kernels of only
Volterra kernels, whereas the "finite" method involves the
construction of resolvent kernels of non-Volterra kernels,
i.e., the solution of Fredholm equations of the second kind;
these latter are more difficult to solve than Volterra
equations. Be that as it may, it would seem unwise in view
of the sparsity of evidence to claim that either method is
definitively superior. This is so especially since at the
moment we have little feel for the numerical stability in
implementations of either algorithm.

Approximation by a sum here is much more appealing,
since the resulting matrix equation involves a triangular
matrix and is thus readily solvable. One might also conceive of using a Neumann series to solve this equation,
since the Volterra property guarantees convergence. For
material on solving integral equations, see [lo], [ l l ] and,
for the properties of the Neumann series, see, e.g., [12].

The method of [I],[5]proceeds in two steps. In the first,
one computes, for each t and s, a Volterra kernel h(. , .)
via

The idea behind a Newton-Raphson solution to (3) is
the following. Suppose that k, is an approximation to k.
Then we seek Aki such that

" A

h(t.s)

+

it

or
( 6 1 - h)(61+ k) = 61.

(8)

For a full interpretation of these steps, the references
should be consulted, see especially [4]. We can formally
check the truth of the claim as follows. Equation (6) states
that [h - + hK]+ = O, Or that - + hK = ma for
"lterra m.

+

for some Volterra n. Because (61 - h)(6I K)(U - ha) is
self-adjoint, nY must be zero. Use of (8) then establishes
that (61 k)(6I ha) = 6 1 K.
From the computational point of view, it should be
recognized that ( 5 ) will be solved to determine a function
of s for each fixed value o f t , i.e., one solves the Fredholm
equation

+

+

+

for each fixed t E [O,T].A basic method of inverting this
equation involves approximation of the integral by a sum,
and replacement of the equation by a matrix equation Ax
= b where the unknown x contains values of 6,(s) a t various s in the interval [O,t]. Equation (7) on the other hand
is solved to determine a function o f t for each fixed s ,
i.e.,
A ( t ) - h(t,s) =

.it

h(t,u)fiS(u)du.

h ( t , u ) ~ ( du
~,~
= )K(t,s),
0 5 s < t T ,

(5)

which we might write as
h [hK]+ = K+
(6)
where K+(t,s) is K(t,s) for t 2 s and is zero otherwise. The
property 6 1 K > 0 ensures that h(. , .) is well defined. The
second step requires computation of the resolvent kernel
of h and yields the desired kernel k; specifically,

+

+

k(t,s) - h(t,s) =

J Lh(t,u)k(u,s) du,

However, we agree to neglect second-order terms, and thus
we select Ah; to satisfy
(61

+ k,)(61+ k:) + Ak,(Bl+ k:)

Rewriting this as

we see that

+ (61 + k,)Ak: = 61 + K.

(9)
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where

Lemma 3: Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem
hold.
Then, for all s,t t [O,T],limi-,Li(t,s) = 0.
L~= (61 + ki)-l(61 + K)(61+ kp)-1 - 61.
(11)
Proof: From Lemma 2 we see that limi-,[hi(t,t)
The main result is then as follows
h : ( t , t ) ]exists, and from (15)it follows that lim;,,L;(t,t)
Theorem: Let 61 K be a positive definite continuous = 0. Since Li 5 0 by Lemma 1, we have for each t and s
self-adjoint kernel on [O,T]X [O,T].Let k o ( , .) be an arbitrary Volterra kernel on [O,T]X [O,T]with ko(t,s)continuous for 0 i s 5 t 5 T . For each i, define Aki and Lj by
(10) and ( l l ) respectively,
,
and define hi+' = ki + Aki. N~~ consider the 2 2 minor of this matrix formedfrom
Then, for each t,s in [O,T],ki(t,s) k(t,s).
the j - j element of Li(t,t),the k - k element of L;(s,s),
and the appropriate entries of L;(t,s)and L;(t,s). Then,
The proof will proceed with several lemmas.
Lemma 1: Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem nonpositivity of the matrix implies that
hold. Then, for i 2 1,
L!j(t,t)Lfk(s,s)- [L!k(t,s)]2
2 0.

+

+

-

L; = Lp 5 0.

--

(12) The convergence of L i ( t , t )and Li(s,s)as i
shows that
-.
(This means that L i ( t , s ) = L ; ( s , t ) and that Li(t,s) 0 as i
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. If we
dt ds 5 0 for all continuous u ( .).)
" " "I-Tuf(t)L;(t.s)u(s)
"
. .
.
know that k ; ( t , s )is bounded uniformly for all i, t , and s,
Proof: From (9), we have by an easy calculation
then
(10)
and Lemma 3 vield Ak;(t.s)
.--.-,-~,
.. . . 0 for all t.s sothat
k;(t,s)approaches alimit k(t,s).I t is then easily checked
(61 ki+,)(al kf+,) = (61 ki Aki)(61+ kf
Ah:)
= k. Now k ( t , s )is bounded for all t
= 61 + K + AkiAkg, (13) that one must have
and s , and thus the bound on kj(t,s)will follow if one can
Hence, for i 2 0 , definition (11)yields
he demonstrated on hi(t,s). The technical details establishing this bound now follow.
Li+l = (61 ki+l)-'(61+ K)(61+ kf+l)-' - 6 1
Since ( 6 1 hi)(61+ h f )= Li 61, it follows that hi + h f
= - ( 6 1 + ki+l)-'Ak;Akp(61+ k ? + ~ ) - ' ,
h;hY 0 as i
-. Examining this on the diagonal, we
and thus L,+I 5 0, since it is of the form mma for some find that
Volterra m .
$ [ h ; ( t , t ) h;(t,t)]
hi(t,a)h;(t,n)d o
0,
Lemma 2: Suppose that the hypothesesof the theorem
0
hold. Define a Volterrakernel hi by (61+ hi) = (61+ hi)-'
and using (14),we conclude that for all suitably large i and
(61 k ) . Then, for all t and i 2 1,
all t .
h;(t,t) h ; ( t , t )5 h;+l(t,t) h;+,(t,t)5 0. (14)
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Proof: Evidently, for i 2 1,
for some constant M. It follows by the Schwarz inequality
that

the inequality following from Lemma 1. Immediately, we
have hi hf
hihP i 0 or hi hp 5 -hihf i 0. This
implies that hi(t,t) h;(t,t) 5 0 for all t .
Next, observe that the definition of hi forces

+ +

+

+

for t 2 s. Consequently, using the continuity of hi(. , .) and
k;(. , .I,
ki(t,t)

+ h,(t,t) = k ( t , t ) ,

so that
hi,l(t,t)

- h ; ( t , t )= -Aki(t,t).

+

From ( l o ) ,w e d e that Ah,(t,t) Ak:(t,t) = 2L,(t,t). Because L i 5 0, Li(t,t) 5 0. Therefore

+ +

-

0,
is bounded for all t , s, and thus, since hi hf hihf
that hi is bounded. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Several points should be noted.
1) Equation (13)illustrates the quadratic convergence
property of the Newton-Raphson procedure.
2) It would seem that, by dropping the continuity
property on K but imposing an L2 property (in which case
k still exists [5]),variations on the above proof would again
establish convergence of the method.
3) In [ 5 ] ,the factorization of nonself-adjoint kernels 61
K is examined. Again, Newton-Raphson equations can
be developed. However, global convergence from arbitrary
initial iterates cannot be established, although local convergence can. Thus, suppose we seek Volterra k and 1 such
that

+
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and suppose that ith approximants k, and 1, are available.
Let us concentrate further on the stationary case. We
Then one finds
suppose that two-sided Laplace transforms exist. Then the
(61 k,)(61+ 1:)
Ak,(61+ 1:)
(61 k)Alp = 61 K, Newton-Raphson iteration leads to

+

or
(61

+

+

+

+ k , ) - l ~ k ,+ A1;(61+ I;)-'
= (61 + k,)-l(aI+

+

+

K)(61 I:)-'

- 61 = L, where 1. I+ denotes the operation of L ( l ( t ) L - ' ( . )I, i.e.,

and
Ak, = (61+ k,)L,+,
Moreover,

Alp

= L,-(61+

1;).

One obtains a local convergence result by taking 11 Aki / and
1 Alp I suitably small in some norm and arguing then that
l ~ k ~/ I +and
, ll~lp+~ll
must decay to zero suitably fast as r

-

m.

4) Certain of the quantities arising in the iteration described have interpretations in terms of stochastic process
concepts. Let et he a vector white noise process passing into
a linear system with impulse response 6(t - s ) I k(t,s).
If the output of this system is z,, then E[ztz,] = 6(t - s ) I
K(t,s). Now suppose that zt is the input process to a
linear system with impulse response (61 ki)-'. Denote
the output of this system by wi. Then E[wjw:l= 6(t - s )
Li(t,s). So the "error kernel" L;(t,s) encountered in the
iteration is a measure of the departure from pure whiteness
of the process obtained by using (61 ki1-I as a whitening
filter for the process zt rather than the correct whitening
filter (61 k)-'. The iterative procedure causes the processes w : , ~ ? ' ,
to approach closer and closer to white
processes. Such an idea lies behind a self-adjusting Kalman
filter as described in 1131.
The iterative equations themselves also have a stochastic
interpretation. Suppose one wants to whiten w:. Let Li+
= li. Then, with Li suitably small in norm, one has 6 1 Li
= (61 lj)(61+ 1:) = (61 - li)-l(6I - lp)-I, i.e., (61 - 1i)-I
will be an approximate whitening filter for wi.This means
that (61 hi+l)-'
(61 - li)-'(61 ki)-' will be an approximate whitening filter for z,. This relation among k;,
li, and k;+l can be verified to be the same as (10).

+

+

taking the casual part; here, l ( t ) is the unit step function.
Of course, there is a technical question here of establishing
the existence of the various transforms and their limiting
properties. Now, in case L ( K ) is rational, we obtain a recursion due to Tunnicliffe Wilson 191. To avoid confusion
of notation, let K he scalar, with L[K] = m(s)l(n(s)n(-s));
here, m(s) is an even polynomial with, in order to ensure
61 K > 0, nbw)n(-jw)
mbw) > 0 for all real w. Of
course, n(s) is also polynomial. Suppose that n(s) has all
roots in Re [s] < 0; an inductive argument will establish
that L[k,] = (p,(s))ln(s) for somep,(s) if one takes L[ko]
= (po(s))ln(s).
The recursion for p,+](s)is, with an asterisk subscript
on a polynomial denoting negation of the indeterminate,

+

+

+

+

+

+
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+

+

+

+

api+--- Api. n +pi

n* + P;.

+

m nn.
(n + pi)(n* +pi.)

- 1,

+

(18)
pi+l(n* +pi.) + p i + ~ , ( n pi) = m +pip;,.
Equation (18) is equivalent to the recursion suggested by
Tunnicliffe Wilson. In unpublished work, we have shown
that this iteration is simply a frequency domain version of
a better-known iteration scheme based on state-space ideas
due to Kleinman [S].

We have stressed in the introduction that a cautious
approach
should he adopted in deciding whether the
IV. SPECIALIZATIONS
O F T H E RECURSIVE
L6vy-Gohherg-Krein approach is to he preferred to the
EQUATIONS
Newton-Raphson approach to spectral factorization. It
In this section, we indicate the effect of assuming the is quite possible that the application and ultimate nukernel K to be either cyclostationary, i.e., K(t,s) = K(t
merical form of the answer might dictate a preference, e.g.,
A,s A) for some fixed A and all t and s , or to be station- whether tables of numbers or weight coefficients for basis
ary, i.e., K(t,s) = K(l t - s 1 ). We assume that the lower functions are required. Again, it is possible that particular
limit of integrations in the basic factorization equation (4) properties of K(. , .) might he relevant; if, for example,
becomes - m , and that the behavior of K, for large values K(. ,.) were stationary (or cyclostationary), one method
of its argument, is such that there exist, respectively, cy- might prove preferable to the ~ t h e r .
clostationary and stationary k(. , .) satisfying (4).
One can check that, in the LBvy-Gohberg-Krein
method, the kernels k and h inherit the property of K, and
(11 P. Uvy, Processus Stochastiques el Mouuement Brownien, 2nd ed.
Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1964.
that, in the Newton-Raphson method, the kernels k, in[2] T. Kailath, "Application of a resolvent identity to a linear smoothing
herit the property provided that k~ possesses the propproblern,"SIAM J. Contr., "01. 7, pp. 68-74, Feb. 1969.
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